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ABSTRACT

Recently stacked metamaterial structures coupled to a conductive plane have been investigated and have been shown to
exhibit the same properties as stacked structures with double the layers, due to dipole mirror coupling. Here we study a
system of stacked subwavelength metallic grating layers coupled to a metal film and show that this system not only
supports the localized modes of a doubly layered structure, but also, for non-normal incidence, supports modes that
exhibit a clear propagation and in one case a simultaneous localization of the electromagnetic field in the region between
the metal film and the first grating layer. Furthermore we show that this hybridized propagating mode, excited for any N
number of periodic layers, is further influenced as it couples with the highest energy localized mode of the periodic
layered stack. Additionally it is found that the localized modes of the structure can be spectrally positioned in a directly
adjacent manner, resulting in wideband absorption that can effectively be tuned by varying the grating film spacing.
Keywords: Localized, delocalized, surface plasmon, plasmonic, multilayer, grating, film, propagating, hybrid,
hybridization, absorption.

1. INTRODUCTION
Plasmonics, the bridge between the best of optics and electronics, is based on resonant electron plasma oscillations in
metallic nanostructures1, 2. There are two types of plasmon resonances, localized plasmons and propagating plasmons3.
The former, confined around nanoparticles, nanoantennas, and various other compact nanostructures, allows for very
high near-field enhancements at optical frequencies due to high localizations of the scattered field and has been shown
useful in applications ranging from trapping and sensing4-6 to cancer treatment7, 8. The latter, based on the free
propagation of surface waves at an extended metal dielectric interface, has been key to the development of surface
plasmon based biosensors9-12 and shows great promise in the development of ultra-fast and compact optical circuitry13-17.
Metamaterials composed of subwavelength structures are of great interest since they can be tuned to exhibit normally
unattainable electromagnetic properties. At optical frequencies, artificial structures such as periodic metallic gratings,
nanodots, and splitring resonators have been investigated. A combination of localized plasmonic structures, especially
2D arrays, stacked to give a 3D geometry18, 19, has allowed for the progressive development of optical metamaterials20-30,
which come in as key components for the development of many new plasmonic devices.
Stacked composites of such structures have also been proposed and investigated for additional tunability of spectral
properties. Branching out even farther we have systems of such stacked structures above a conductive plane31. Although
these have not been well investigated thus far, studies till this point have shown that a conductive plane in very close
proximity to a multilayer acts as a mirror and thus doubles the number of layers31. In the case of optical metamaterials,
the metallic nanostructures support localized plasmon resonances while a continuous conductive plane such as a metal
film supports propagating plasmon resonances. Here we take the simplest optical metamaterial structure, an array of
subwavelength Au gratings, and explore its response when up to four layers are stacked directly above a Au film. As
shown previously in the case of two cut-wire layers31, use of the plasmon hybridization model32, 33 suggests the existence
of 2n number of dipolar modes, which we will refer to as dipole-dipole modes, for n number of layers above a
conductive plane. If we apply the rules of mirror coupling, however, only n number of dipole-dipole modes can exist. In
addition to verifying this claim and explaining some minor digressions, we also examine as a function of both angle of
incidence and wavelength, the effects of near-field coupling between multiple dipole-dipole plasmon modes and
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ETRY AND
D SIMULA
ATION ME
ETHOD
The geom
metry being studied consissts of n numbber of Au grrating layers of
o 200nm peeriodicity. Thee gratings aree
l=100nm longg, w=15nm wide
w
and infinnite along the y-axis. The gap
g between each
e
adjacent layer is g=30
0nm. They aree
placed s=20nnm from the surface of a t=
=25nm thick Au
A film all em
mbedded in a SiO2 backgroound of ε=2.13. The opticaal
dielectric connstants of Au are
a taken from
m the dielectric data of John
nson and Christy34. The sim
mulation metho
od used in thiss
paper is based on the Surfface Integral Equation
E
(SIE) technique, extended
e
for use
u in periodicc structures35. The structuree
p
illuumination, ass shown in Fig
g. 1, over a raange λ=400-1200nm and angles θ=0-85°°
is excited viaa p-polarized planewave
with respect to
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Figure 1. The geometry being
b
studied, a mutlilayer staack, composed of
o Au, periodic in the x directiion, infinite alon
ng the
y-axiis, and with struuctural parameters s=20nm, t=
=25nm, l=100n
nm, w=15nm, g=30nm,
g
a 200nnm periodicity, and a
glasss background with
w a permittiviity of ε=2.13.

3. PROP
PAGATING
G MODES
In any such system wiith both continnuous and disscrete metallic structures, we
w expect tw
wo kinds of modes,
m
the firsst
being the proopagating surfface plasmon (SPP) modes of the contin
nuous structuree and the secoond being loccalized surfacee
plasmon (LSP
P) modes suppported by thee discrete struuctures15, 36-38. Due to the fact
fa that we haave a film thiickness of jusst
t=25nm thickkness, the SPP
P modes on thhe two sides off the film cou
uple, resulting in two SPP m
modes, an asym
mmetric (odd)
and a symmeetric (even) mode
m 39. Since we
w are illuminnating in an entirely SiO2 environment
e
thhe launching of SPP wavess
can only be achieved
a
eitheer through Bragg scatteringg or possibly through hybriidization withh the Au gratiing layers. Wee
plot in Fig. 2(a-d)
2
the absoorption spectrra of this hybrrid system forr n=1,2,3,4 grating layers reespectively. Apart
A
from thee
parasitic absoorbance, causeed by the inteerband transitiions of Au priimarily below
w λ=500nm, w
we are able to distinguish inn
the range λ=5500-700nm tw
wo distinct moodes that redsshift with incrreasing angle of incidence. Via addition
nal simulationss
(not shown here) where wee replace the Au
A gratings with
w dielectric gratings
g
of a very
v
high perm
mittivity, ε=30
0, we find thaat
t
that they must be due to
t Bragg scatttering. Furtheer calculationss
we are able too excite the saame two moddes, implying that
(not shown here)
h
of the SPP
S dispersionns, assuming a periodicity of 200nm, shhow us that tthese modes are
a indeed thee
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Bragg scatterred SPP moddes folded bacck into the first Brillouin zone. Due too the presencee of the Au grating
g
layerss,
however, we see a constantt change in thhe dispersion of
o the SPP mo
odes as the num
mber of gratinng layers is inccreased.
Additionaally, the lowerr wavelength/llong range SP
PP mode, norm
mally plaguedd by losses duue to its close vicinity to thee
500nm mark,, becomes muuch more pronnounced as thee number of grrating layers is
i increased, ddue to the incrreased level of
Bragg scatterring. We veriffy the nature of
o these modees further by plotting
p
the eleectric field proofile, in vecto
or form, withinn
an x-z cross section
s
for an n=4 grating layer
l
structuree at wavelengtths of λ=570nnm, λ=670nm and θ=55° in
ncidence (Figss.
3(a,b)). As caan be seen, we
w obtain a sym
mmetric fieldd profile for th
he lower energgy/higher wavvelength even
n mode and ann
asymmetric field
f
profile foor the higher energy/lower
e
wavelength odd
o mode. Furrthermore, it ccan be seen th
hat in the casee
of the even mode,
m
a capaciitance effect is present due to the couplin
ng between thhe first gratingg layer and thee film, therebyy
resulting in a local concenntration of thhe optical fielld in the region between the
t two. Although the disccussion of thee
remaining peeaks in the abssorption specttra of Fig. 2 iss to be left for section 4, itt should be meentioned here that these aree
the dipole-dippole modes of the multilayyer structure and
a are primarrily localized in nature. Thhe presence off these modess,
predominantlly the one of highest energgy, excited in the case of multiple
m
gratinng layers onlyy for angles of incidence of
θ=70° and abbove, leads to a very pronounced repulsiion/blueshift of
o the even SP
PP mode at hiigh angles of incidence andd
hence results in the high leevel of distortiion in the SPP
P dispersion ob
bserved for ann increased nuumber of gratin
ng layers.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2(aa-d). Absorptioon spectra for structures
s
with n = 1, 2, 3, 4 number of Au grating layers respectively, spaced
s
s=200nm above a Auu film. As can be seen, there are two main absorption
a
bandds between λ=5500nm and λ=7
700nm
that correspond
c
to thhe odd and eveen SPP modes of
o the film respeectively. The addditional modess are the LSP dipoled
dipolle modes of thee Au grating layyers, which hybridize due theirr close vicinity to
t the Au film.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3(aa,b). Cross secttions of the fouur layer Au graating and film structure
s
showiing the electric field profile. The
T arrows
indiccate the orientaation of the electric field, whiile the color sccale indicates thhe magnitude oof the field. (a)) Odd SPP
modee for a θ=55˚ annd λ=570nm. (bb) Even SPP moode for θ=55˚ and
a λ=670nm.

4. LOC
CALIZED MODES
M
In Sectioon 3 we invesstigated the tw
wo absorptionn bands lying in the range λ=500-700nm
m and establisshed that theyy
correspond too the odd and even propagaating SPP moddes. Recalling that we expecct both SPP annd LSP modees for any suchh
structure sim
milar to the one shown in Fig. 1, it is onlly logical thatt the remaininng modes muust be primarilly localized inn
nature. Indeeed in agreemeent with the plasmon hybridization mo
odel and the effects of miirror coupling
g31, previouslyy
discussed in section 1, wee see that we obtain n num
mber of these additional
a
moodes for n num
mber of gratin
ng layers. Thee
c
of dipoolar charge distributions in the metallic ggratings that couple
c
to theirr
theory suggessts that these LSP modes consist
mirror imagee in the metall film, hence the term dipoole-dipole mo
odes. As a ressult, we expecct the followiing modes forr
n=1,2,3,4 graating layers (Fig. 4(a-d)).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 4(aa-d). LSP dipolle-dipole modess predicted for the system und
der study, predicted by the plasmon hybridizaation and mirror
couppling model forr n = 1,2,3,4 number
n
of gratting layers resp
pectively. Modes are plotted from left to riight in order of
increeasing wavelenggth/decreasing frequency.
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The electric field profiles (not shown here) of these modes within cross sections just like those shown in Fig. 3(a,b),
indicate a very good agreement with the hybridization and mirror coupling model, in almost every case, the exception
being for the case of the highest energy/lowest wavelength dipole-dipole mode for multilayer structures with n=3,4
grating layers. Rather than having the charge distributions shown on the far left of Figs. 4(c,d) respectively, it turns out
that these two modes have instead the charge distributions shown in Fig. 5(a,b). This is simply due to the fact that these
modes are only excited for angles of incidence θ>70°. The high incidence angle limits the overall quantity of excitation
light that can penetrate down into the grating layers. As a consequence of this limitation, only the first few grating layers
are excited by the incident light, and thus mirror coupling is induced in the center of the stack, i.e. between two adjacent
grating layers, rather than at the surface of the Au film. It should be noted that unlike the lower energy dipole-dipole
modes of the multilayer structure, the highest energy dipole-dipole is excited only for high angles of incidence due to the
fact that the incident phase front impinging on the stacked grating layers must essentially be void of phase retardations in
order to excite the same dipolar charge orientation in multiple neighboring grating layers.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5(a,b). Numerically obtained charge distribution of the lowest wavelength/highest energy LSP dipole-dipole modes
excited for n = 3, 4 grating layers.

5. WIDEBAND ABSORPTION
As seen in Fig. 2 and explained in Sec. 4, the presence of n number of Au grating layers above a Au film results in
the existence of n number of LSP dipole-dipole modes. For a grating film spacing of s=20nm and n ≥ 3 number of
grating layers, the resonance position of the n-1 lowest energy modes lie spectrally adjacent to one another, thereby
resulting in a relatively wideband of absorption. For n = 4 number of grating layers, the close proximity of these modes,
combined with their relatively broad linewidths gives an almost dispersionless absorption band of 120nm width, with an
absorption value of up to 90%. This structure, therefore, could be a very good candidate for a broadband plasmonic
absorber.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6(a,b). Absorption spectra for structures with n = 5 number of Au grating layers spaced s=20nm and s=15nm above a Au
film respectively. (a) As can be seen the addition of just another grating layer results in a much more pronounced and flatter
absorption band than for the case of n = 4 grating layers. (b) The bandwidth of absorption can be controlled further by
varying the spacing between the grating layers and Au film. Here we see the case for s=15nm a bandwidth of 160nm.
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In order to demonstrate the tuning of this wideband absorption, we investigate the case where we have n = 5 number
of grating layers. We show in Fig. 6(a,b) the absorption spectra assuming n = 5 number of grating layers and spacings
s=20nm and s=15nm respectively. Already with the addition of just a single grating layer, we are able to achieve a much
more uniform and higher absorbing band than for the case of n = 4 number of grating layers, assuming angles of
incidence θ<40°. As in the case of n = 3, 4 grating layers, for angles θ>40°, the bands begin to disperse and gradually
become visibly distinct. If we now reduce the grating film spacing down to s=15nm, we effectively increase the level of
coupling between the LSP and SPP modes and thus induce a redshift, more so to the lower energy SPP modes than the
higher energy modes, thereby effectively broadening the absorption bandwidth from 120nm to 160nm.

6. CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated numerically a hybrid plasmonic structure composed of multiple layers of sub-wavelength Au
gratings coupled to a Au film. The hybrid structure supports for any n number of grating layers both even and odd SPP
modes as well as n number of dipolar LSP modes. The dispersion of the even SPP mode is found to be influenced greatly
through coupling with the highest energy LSP mode, while the odd SPP mode remains unaffected. Additionally it is
found that the plasmon hybridization and mirror coupling model accurately describe the existence and charge
distribution of the LSP dipole-dipole modes up to a certain degree. It is for n ≥ 3 number of grating layers that these
models fail to accurately describe the charge distributions associated with the highest energy LSP mode. An
interpretation is provided to explain these deviations. Finally, we observe that this multilayer structure is able to provide
a relatively high level of wideband absorption and, additionally, how this absorption band can be tuned via coupling
between the grating layers and the Au film.
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